




Today’s agenda

Achieving digital transformation

The Intelligent Process Automation approach

Demo: Intelligent Process Automation in action

Q&A





Digital transformation

Transformation & digitization

Automation & robotics

Customer journey

Innovation culture

Intelligence as currency

Agile business

Trust & Compliance

“winner takes all market dynamics”



HIGHLY COMPLEX SIMPLESOPHISTICATED

Complexity of Business Processes
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68%
of all enterprise 
processes remain 
highly manual

So why are so many companies still using 
so many manual processes?



Because IT departments cannot meet the demand
70% of all IT spending is on maintenance, outsourcing and operations—
remaining 30% goes to new projects

Evolution over time
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Today

IT delivery capacity

Cloud & SaaS

Large and rapidly expanding IT delivery gap 

Mobile

Big data & IoT

Machine 
intelligence



Structured, methodical
Small number of highly complex apps
IT, COE, business-led

Fast and agile
Large number of apps
Business-led

Digital transformation requires 
going deep and wide - Forrester

Deep
Targeted for developers

Wide
For use by business analysts

IT ensures diligence
Focus on compliance

IT provides guardrails
Focus on customer outcomes



Packaged Applications

Custom Applications

High flexibility

Today’s businesses need:

the flexibility and enterprise capability 
of custom applications…

Quick time to
deploy/value

…with the quick time to value and ease of use
of packaged applications.





Today’s enterprise processes have complexity

start end



The original goal was, and still is, to create a bridge…

start end



However, legacy systems create challenges…

start end



start end

RPA systems automate the process “as is”…



While a hybrid approach accommodates and streamlines.

start end



L. A. R.

Lean

Automate

Robotize





Approaches to digitizing processes

Start Finish
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Mike organizations are looking to digitalize their business processes and that can be done in any number of waysWe can assume the client has fundamentally revisited what they are trying to accomplish and rearchitect their processes to be focused on outcomes - not simply replace Human Resources with machinesHere we have a generic and rather simple process to frame our discussionOften, there’s a tendency to select one technology tool and leverage it at every stage of the processThis can take the form of...�    *CLICK*RPA, or     *CLICK*Perhaps even an OCR solution, but as we all know...  �  *CLICK*�Each tool has their strengths and areas where it might not be the best solution. This can lead to inefficient processes and outcomes that may not be aligned with the needs of the client.When we fixate on just one tool, customers lose sight that there are many tools available to approach Digital Transformation.



Tools of an IPA approach

Advanced 
Workflow DocGenTM Mobile Apps and 

Forms

RPA Process 
Intelligence

Machine 
IntelligenceProcess Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A better path would be through an IPA or Intelligent Process Automation approachThis is an excellent spot to revisit the key capabilities of an intelligent process automation portfolioAdvanced WorkflowIt’s all about making the jobs people do easier.It’s a way to automate, orchestrate and optimize time-consuming tasks and transform them into efficient automated processes.Document GenerationThis is the capability of pulling data from multiple sources and outputting it to a variety of end points. It’s about creating logic-driven documents.Mobile Apps and FormsAs the name alludes to, this entails capturing critical data across an organization from anywhere on any device via forms or smart devices.RPARPA empowers organizations to automate rote functions normally carried out by a human.Process MappingIt’s crucial for organizations to understand what processes they have and document them. It’s also important to empower stakeholders who own or manage the processes to create necessary documentation and consistently update them. Think of this as “putting your socks on before you slip on your shoes”.Process IntelligenceBy providing operational insight into how processes are doing, users can identify patterns, reveal and resolve bottlenecks and optimize the value of business processes.Machine IntelligenceMachine intelligence helps a workflow extract meaning from unstructured data – learning as it goes to recognize words, predict images and automatically anticipate the best path to approval. Each tool has a particular use, but combined together, they provide an a foundational way to deliver outcomes to clientsUnderlying these tools is a no-code solution which empowers non-developers to quickly deploy solutions to dramatically quicken time-to-value



The IPA approach

Start Finish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we have a relatively simple process leveraging the elements of an IPA approachThe key is the leverage the best tool or resource when and where can provide outcome desired in the most efficient way possibleNo single tool or resource is used across the board and the strength of each helps to create a robust solutionYou can see many of the IPA approach tools here, such as DocGen, mobile apps and form as well as machine intelligence     *CLICK*�Up here in the right hand corner, we have connections to “workflows as a service”, which connects the process to powerful tools such as RPA, machine learning or other external resources. You can think of this as machine intelligence.Down below, we have more traditional human-centric processes. These are the processes that involve us, whether it’s the approval of a contract or task or the writing of a press release.     *CLICK*�But key to all of these components working together is the advanced workflow which orchestrates across both the human and machine-centric processesThis is the “glue” of the entire workflow hereWorkflows, for example, run into exceptions from time to time. Advanced workflow easily handles these, routing to the alternative path to eliminate process error standstillAn added benefit for the use of a robust no-code solution is the ability to quickly evolve the workflow as the client’s needs change. If they have a hybrid environment now connected to legacy systems, but a year from now they want to move to a more modern (and connected) tool, the changes can be done quickly without a major coding effort



Digital transformation phases

Phase One
no code solutions

Phase Two
trained solutions

Phase Three
custom solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 1: quickly automate many business processes without code. This results in quick time-to-value and an easier time for internal champions to highlight returns on the engagement’s cost.           *CLICK*Phase 2: then we can progress onto trained solutions which can enhance the value of the no code solutions. This can include tools that help in particular instances like RPA, cognitive services and even machine learning.*CLICK*Phase 3: often there are very complex scenarios that require custom solutions. These can entail the use of heavily coded applications, but can often take time to create and deploy.



• Minimizes disruption

22

Why an IPA approach makes sense

• Faster time to value

• Easier to justify the cost of the project

• Milestone-based outcomes

• Create foundation for future modifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why does taking an IPA approach make sense for your customers?       *CLICK*First, it’s a way to minimize the inevitable disruption to how they conduct business       *CLICK*It speeds up time to value for clients       *CLICK*       *CLICK*It empowers them to justify the cost of the project through milestone-based outcomes        *CLICK*Future evolution of their workflows can be deployed quickly with minimized change management       *CLICK*And gets them to yes quicker by minimizing their concerns and advancing their outcomes�Finally,It’s a new way to talk with your customers about embracing digital transformation who may be at the beginning of their journey.



Digitally transform well…

…Impactful

…Fast

…Smart

…Scales

…More efficient

…Approachable

…Right



What you’re about to see…

An Intelligent Process Automation approach

Orchestrating Systems of Record: Microsoft OneDrive for Business, 
Microsoft Dynamics, DocuSign, Twilio

Using IPA Capabilities: Advanced Workflow, Modern Forms, Mobile 
App, DocGenTM, Process Intelligence

Complete enterprise automation + a great end-customer experience 

Leveraging AI: OCR, RPA, Azure Machine Learning and more

Built using a no-code solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll see much of what we’ve discussed earlier in the presentation, ranging from Avanade's DEI solution and a RPA bot to other tools of an IPA approach including advanced workflow, modern forms and process intelligence.The completed solution provides an amazing end-customer experience andAll built using a no code solution









http://myignite.microsoft.com

https://aka.ms/ignite.mobileapp

http://myignite.microsoft.com/
https://aka.ms/ignite.mobileapp
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